The production of strange mesons in collisions of Ar+KCl at a kinetic beam energy of 1.756 AGeV is studied within a transport model of Boltzmann-Ühling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) type. In particular, φ, K + and K − yields and spectra are compared to the data mesured recently by the HADES collaboration and the φ yield measured previously by the FOPI collaboration. Our results are in agreement with these data thus presenting an interpretation of the subleading role of φ decays into K − 's and confirming the importance of the strangeness-exchange channels for K − production.
Introduction
Strange hadrons produced in heavy-ion collisions at beam energies in the 1-2 AGeV range have been considered as useful probes of the reaction dynamics, the equation of state as well as medium modifications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . The distinctly different behavior of K + and K − mesons can be attributed, to some extent, to repulsive and attractive potentials by the surrounding nuclear matter. These potentials may be translated into effective mass shifts, often advocated values are +20 MeV for K + and -75 MeV for K − at nuclear saturation density, respectively [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] . Proton-induced K ± production at nuclei supports experimentally this picture [21] , while detailed coupled channel calculations [22] point to more involved modifications of K ± spectral functions, in particular for K − . At the mentioned beam energies, the production of K − is below the free NN threshold. In so far, K − yields are expected to depend sensibly on the details of the network of hadron collisions, the K − N potential and the mean field in the course of heavy-ion collisions.
The strangeness transfer reactions πY → NK − (Y = Λ, Σ) and BY → NNK − (B = N, ∆) has been identified in transport models as dominating processes yielding most of the finally observed K − [1, 2, 5] . While a fairly large set of binary hadronic reactions is included in many transport simulation codes [23, 24, 25, 26] , the role of the decay φ → K + K − (branching ratio 49.2 %) for creating K − has not yet explored exhaustively. In fact, the experimental information on φ was scarce until recently: The early data samples from FOPI [28, 29] allowed the identification of φ's via the invariant mass distribution of K + − K − pairs in restricted phase-space regions for the reactions Ni (1.93 AGeV) + Ni and Ru (1.69 AGeV) + Ru. The extrapolation to the total yield is hampered by uncertainties since spectra could not be deduced due to the restricted statistics.
The situation now changed as the HADES collaboration published for the reaction Ar (1.756 AGeV) + KCl a multiplicity ratio φ/K − = 0.37 ± 0.13, and a transverse momentum spectrum of φ is available for the rapidity bin y lab = 0.2 − 0.6 [30] . Equipped with these new data one can now try to answer the question [31] whether the φ decay channel competes with the strangeness transfer reactions as source of K − . In doing so, we employ a transport code of BUU type [23] . This code has been used to analyze the previous FOPI data [28, 29] in [32] and to predict φ yields in proton-nucleus reactions [33] . While φ mesons have net strangeness zero, they have a dominating ss component. This qualifies them as some type of multi-strange probes of compressed nuclear matter. Clearly, they differ from real multi-strange hadrons such as Ξ. Given the fact that a first Ξ − (dss) signal has been detected in subthreshold heavy-ion collisions [34] with a yield above predictions of the otherwise so successful thermo-statistical models [35, 36] , it may be interesting to study the ss channel in this context. In elementary hadron collisions, in particular proton-proton collisions, the analysis of φ production (see for instance [37] ) is related to the OZI rule and the nucleon-φ coupling as well as the issue of nucleon resonances strongly coupling to φ. Even bound states of the φ-N system are under consideration [38] . Valuable experimental information on φ production near the threshold has been obtained in recent measurements by COSY-ANKE [39] including the quasi-free pn reaction [40] . For further investigations of these issues we refer the interested reader to [41, 42, 43] . Photon-induced φ production at nuclei has been studied experimentally by CLAS [44] with the result of finding a sizeable broadening [44] . Proton-induced φ production has been considered theoretically with predictions of a non-trivial atomic mass number dependence [45, 46, 47] . QCD sum rule studies [48, 49, 50, 51, 52] predict the possibility of in-medium modifications of φ mesons which may be condensed in an effective mass. (Interestingly, the strength of the in-medium modification depends on the hidden strangeness content of the nucleon.) We are going to include such a modification via a weakly attractive potential, parametrized similarly to anti-kaons.
The various hadronic models [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61] address further the in-medium modifications of φ mesons, where [60, 61] focus especially on the in-medium width. Sizeable broadening effects are found in [62] from the foreward scattering amplitude which result in a tiny shift of the spectral φ peak. Experimentally, the KEK-PS-E325 collaboration announced a first indication of in-medium modifications of the φ meson in [63, 64] in already mentioned proton-induced reactions at nuclei. In ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions, the φ meson is expected to decouple earlier from the bulk of excited strongly interacting matter [65] due to its small interaction cross section and thus may allow for a differential diagnostics of the freeze-out [66, 67] .
As the φ production is suppressed in elementary hadronic reactions because of the OZI rule [68] , the so-called catalytic reactions πY → φY andKN → φY have been proposed in [69] as potentially strong sources in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. We include a fairly large set of hadronic reactions where a φ meson is involved. This will set some bound on the importance of these poorely known catalytic channels. Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we compare K + , K − and φ spectra calculated within our transport model approach with the data [30] . The detailed analysis of φ, K + and K − channels is performed in Section 3. We address thereby the time evolution, freeze-out conditions, centrality dependence, the role of individual channels, effects of the equation of state, in-medium masses, and compare with previous FOPI data. Our summary can be found in Section 4. The utilized cross sections and further employed parameters of the transport code are described in the Appendix. are from [30] . momentum) spectra for various rapidity bins for K + mesons. One recognizes a fairly good agreement with the data [30] for an impact parameter of b = 3.9 fm (solid histogram) with a tendency to overestimate the data at midrapidity. Nevertheless, this impact parameter describes best the rapidity distribution (see next paragraph). The m t or p t data do not allow for a tight constrain of the K + potential. Figure 2 compares the rapidity distribution with the data [30] . The given linear scale is sensitive to small differences which are not visuable in the transverse mass spectra due to the used logarithmical scale. For instance, if we mimic the level-1 (LVL1) trigger, employed in the experiment [30] , with an impact parameter distribution according to [70] we find a 20 % overestimate of the data. The shape of the rapidity distribution is the same for an impact parameter of b = 3.6 fm which is the mean value of the impact parameter distribution in [70] . This fact confirms the assumption of an approximate impact parameter independence of the various particle production channels in the given comparatively small collision system (see section 3.3 for further details). An 8 % increase of the impact parameter to 3.9 fm results in an optimum description of the data, see Fig. 2 . The K + multiplicity deduced from our calculation exhibited in Fig. 2 is 2.7 × 10 −2 to be compared with (2.8 ± 0.4) × 10 −2 reported in [30] . We keep this impact parameter for the subsequent calculations, except in subsection 3.3 where the centrality dependence will be studied. The transverse mass spectra and rapidity distribution for K − are exhibited in Figs. 3 and 4. Again, a reasonable agreement with data can be observed. The m t spectra and the rapidity distribution point to the tendency of slightly overestimating the data [30] . The K − multiplicity of 7.8 × 10 −4 from our calculation is to be compared with (7.1 ± 1.9) × 10 −4 from data [30] .
Some point of interest is the equation of state, i.e. the incompressibility κ of the nuclear matter, and its impact on K − yield (cf. [71] for the impact on the K + yield). Besides the default soft equation of state (κ = 215 MeV) we display in incompressibility. This can be explained, in line with [71] , by the fact that a stiffer mean field allows for less compression of the nuclear medium and, therefore, for fewer hard NN collisions and thus not so many produced K − mesons (even in multi-step processes involving the hyperons as produced in association with K + ).
Figures 5 and 6 exhibit the φ transverse mass spectrum in the rapidity bin 0.2 < y lab < 0.6 and the φ rapidity distribution. We note the fairly good agreement with the data 
Figure 5: The same as in Fig. 1 but for φ mesons in the rapidity bin 0.2 < y lab < 0.6. Data are from [30] . 
Detailed analysis
After the above comparison of data and simulations for the phase-space distributions of K ± and φ, we are going to consider a few details accessible in the transport code.
Time evolution
In the left panel of Fig. 7 the creation rates of K ± and φ are exhibited as a function of time. While K + and φ rates peak at the same time, the K − rate is somewhat delayed and leakes out with a longer tail. This delay is also observable in the total numbers of K + and K − as a function of time, see solid curves in left panel of (momenta from 100 MeV/c to 1400 MeV/c) are used, cf. [30] .) These effects are easily accounted for in our transport code. For this purpose, the time evolution of the number of φ mesons is displayed in the right panel of Fig. 8 by the solid curve. After achieving a maximum at about 10 fm/c, the number of φ's is diminished due to decays. The dashed curve depicts these K + − K − pairs from φ decays. Due to rescattering and/or K − absorption (which is responsible for the fact that the K − number from φ decays stay below the corresponding K + number in left panel of Fig. 8 ) the number of K + −K − pairs within the given invariant mass window is reduced by about 26 %, both during the course of collision and the end of a long time scale. The number of K + − K − pairs within the given invariant mass window and within the above described geometrical acceptance of HADES is again smaller by about 63 %. After the discussion of the time evolution of φ and resulting K + − K − pairs, we briefly consider the environment of φ and K ± production. The creation rates as a function of the local density (i.e. in a box of 1 fm 3 centered at the creation point) are exhibited in the right panel of Fig. 7 . The φ production is clearly peaked at a density of 1.75 n 0 , with tails from 0.3 n 0 to 2.3 n 0 . Though K + and K − production happens at a noticeable extent also at lower densities, it peaks at the same local density as φ production and extending to 2.3 n 0 . To have a guidance for relating the time evolution and the maximum achievable density, we exhibit in Fig. 9 the time evolution of the baryon density in the central volume element (1 fm 3 ). The maximum density of 2.4 n 0 is achieved at 7.5 fm/c.
Freeze-out
We turn now to the freeze-out conditions. In Fig. 10 we plot the distribution of the last contact of K + , K − and φ with the ambient hadron medium as a function of time (left panel) and as a function of the local baryon density (right panel). The φ's maximum decoupling rate is somewhat earlier than the one of K + . Most striking is, however, the significantly later decoupling of the K − mesons from the medium. This can be explained by the mean free paths. The K − mesons decouple later from the fireball than the K + and φ mesons as the total cross section for K − is noticeably larger causing a short mean free path. This picture fits well in the considerations in [72] , where the later freeze-out of K − was deduced from experimental slope parameter arguments of the transverse momentum spectra. The difference of K − and K + freeze-out is also clearly visible upon inspection of the decoupling rates as a function of local density, see right panel in Fig. 10 . K − decoupling proceeds at strikingly lower densities than φ and K + decoupling. This makes the K − 's to probes for low densities below 0.5 n 0 , in contrast to K + mesons which are sensitive to all densities, similar to the φ.
All considerations till here are for an impact parameter of b = 3.9 fm adjusted to the experimental K + rapidity distribution (see Fig. 2 ). 
Centrality dependence and individual channels
Besides the beam energy dependence and the system size dependence, the centrality dependence is an important feature in heavy-ion collisions. In Fig. 11 the impact parameter dependence of the normalized weight of the considered channels is displayed for φ production. One observes a weak dependence on impact parameter. Most significant is, for peripheral collisions, the drop of the NN and B∆ channels, whereas πN and ρN channels expand. Clearly dominating yields are from the NN, ρN and B∆ channels. For the K + mesons (see left panel in Fig. 12 ), we observe a rising (dropping) weight of the channel NN (N∆) with rising impact parameter. The channels NN, N∆ and πN dominate. These impact parameter dependencies can be compared with the investigation in [3] , where for the heavy collision system Au + Au at 1. figure 4 there) which is roughly comparable to the contribution of this channel to the total K − production yield of 42 % which we find for Ar (1.756 AGeV) + KCl within our transport approach. Note that [3] does not include the φ channel. In a modified calculation with our code, where the φ channels are "switched off" we find for central collisions Au (1.5 AGeV) + Au a contribution of the strangeness-exchange channel πΛ(Σ) ↔ K − N to the total K − yield of 62 %, in good agreement with [3] .
Equation of state and effective in-medium masses
The influence of the equation of state for K − production has been considered in Section MeV and −22 MeV, respectively, at n 0 . Putting simultaneously C K + = C K − = C φ = 0, i.e. switching off the in-medium potentials causing effective mass shifts, we find only for K − mesons a significant effect in the rapidity distribution. The yield drops to about 60 % without potential compared to the case with default in-medium masses. A marginal up-shifting (about 15 %) of the yield of K + mesons is obtained, which can be explained by the smaller repulsive potential compared to the attractive K − N potential. This is an interesting result when we compare with the analysis of K ± N potentials in [3, 4] .
If we separately switch off the K − N and K + N potentials, a strong dependence on the K − N potential and a weak dependence on the K + N potential is observed concerning the final K − yield. This qualitatively agrees with [4] where, however, the reaction Au (1.48 AGeV) + Au has been analyzed. In fact, applying our code to this case we reproduce the presented peaks of N K − (t) for C K + = 0, C K − = 0 as well as the peaks of N K − (t) for the other calculations C K + = 0, C K − = 0, and C K + = 0, C K − = 0 and C K + = 0, C K − = 0 and their relative ordering. Almost no impact (less than 10 %) of the effective mass is observable for φ mesons.
Comparison with FOPI data
The above analysis focuses entirely on the new HADES data [30] for Ar (1.756 AGeV) + KCl collisions. To check the consistency with the previous FOPI data [28] for the reaction Ni (1.93 AGeV) + Ni and the first attempt [32] for their interpretation we calculate the φ yields. The results are listed in Tab. 1 with B = N, ∆. The individually specified channels producing φ's are baryon-baryon (B + B), pion-baryon (π + B), rho-baryon (ρ + B), pion-rho (π + ρ) and pion-baryon resonances (π + N(1440) and π + N(1520)) collisions. This sorting enables an easy comparison with the corresponding table 2 in [32] . We emphasize that we employ throughout the paper the new parametrization [41] for the nucleon-nucleon channel NN → NNφ which agrees well with available data in the pp → ppφ channel (see [42, 74] ). A comparison of this parametrization according to [41, 42] with the previously used [32] from [75] is exhibited in Fig. 13 . One recognizes large differences near the threshold. The relative strengths of NN, N∆ and ∆∆ channels is in both parametrizations the same. The number of baryon-baryon collisions which may create a φ at given excess energy is in fact much larger for small excess energies. However, due to the weighting with corresponding data from experiment [28] for T = 130 MeV (1.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.6) × 10
for T = 70 MeV (4.5 ± 1.4 ± 2.2) × 10 [75] , while the solid curves are for the parametrization of [41, 42] for various reactions indicated in the legend. cross sections, the main number of φ's created in baryon-baryon collisions is at excess energies of 200 -300 MeV (see left panel of Fig. 14) . The N∆ channel followed by the pn channel clearly dominate. These new pp → ppφ and pn → pnφ cross sections enhance significantly the yields in comparison with the previous analysis [32] . One observes that the FOPI data [28] , which are extrapolated from small phase-space pieces to 4π, are also nicely reproduced within the present approach. Direct baryon-baryon collisions represent the dominating channel followed by rho-baryon collisions; pion-induced φ production in individual channels resolved in Tab. 1 is subleading.
For the sake of completeness we depict in the right panel of Fig. 14 
Summary
In summary we apply a transport code of BUU type to analyze the new experimental data of inclusive K ± and φ production in the reaction Ar (1.756 AGeV) + KCl. With a given parameter set (in-medium masses parametrizing the influence of the ambient baryon medium on spectral properties of hadrons, mean field, equation of state, and individual cross sections) the available data [30] are well described and the good agreement with previous data [28] for the reaction Ni (1.93 AGeV) + Ni is ensured. We note the tendency to reproduce the yields reported in [28, 30] in the lower parts of the error intervals. The improved NN → NNφ cross section from [41, 42] is essential to achieve such an agreement (cf. [32] ). With respect to the situation reported in [32] and the question posed in [31] Freezing in all other parameters we find a decrease of φ yield by 15 % when we use a hard equation of state instead of a soft one; the assumed effective in-medium φ mass increases the φ yield by less than 10 % in comparison with simulations employing the vacuum mass. We emphasize that in our present treatment the open and hidden strangeness mesons are considered as good (narrow) quasi-particles. With respect to hints of a considerable broadening of the φ in the nuclear medium [44, 62] , in future investigations the propagation of spectral functions should be implemented. (The experience in [76] , however, let us argue that the gradient expansion of Kadanoff-Baym's quantum kinetic equations results in a rapid approach towards vacuum spectral functions with small observable effects of the in-medium broadening, at least in small collision systems.) Many of the elementary cross sections for φ production and φ-nucleon interactions, in particular the important channels of nucleon-∆ and nucleon-N * as well as ρ-∆, are still purely known. Nevertheless, the satisfactory description of the data [28, 30] let us believe to have in total a reasonable control of the φ = ss dynamics. This may be compared in future investigations with the dynamics of real multistrange hadrons such as the Ξ − .
We note finally that a monitoring of the φ dynamics in the e + e − channel is an interest-ing feature for further experimental studies with HADES and accompanying theoretical interpretations for which the present investigation can serve.
Eq. (1), the collisional integral C ij , which embodies theÜhling-Uhlenbeck terms responsible for the Pauli-blocking in the collision of spin-1/2 hadrons. Particle annihilation and creation processes are realized via various √ s-dependent cross sections.
The considered strange particles are surrounded by the nuclear medium when they are created and propagate. This leads to various meson-nucleon potentials translating into different effective K ± and φ masses described in subsection 3.4. The nuclei are initially displaced so that the touching time for zero impact parameter is about 4 fm/c. The following reactions for K ± production are included:
1) baryon -baryon
2) pion -baryon
3) phi decay channel
Besides the associated production of K + − K − and final states with hyperons (with exception of π∆ channel) in Eqs. (4) - (6) we additionally use the following strangenessexchange reactions for K − production:
5) pion -hyperon
These channels are described in [33] with the exception of the channel NN → NNφ for which a new parametrization, described in subsection 3.5, is employed.
